Abstract. Multigrid methods are ideal for solving the increasingly large-scale problems that arise in numerical simulations of physical phenomena because of their potential for computational costs and memory requirements that scale linearly with the degrees of freedom. Unfortunately, they have been historically limited by their applicability to elliptic-type problems and the need for special handling in their implementation. In this paper, we present an overview of several recent theoretical and algorithmic advances made by the TOPS multigrid partners and their collaborators in extending applicability of multigrid methods. Specific examples that are presented include quantum chromodynamics, radiation transport, and electromagnetics.
Introduction
The demands of modern numerical simulations in the sciences continue to tax current computational capabilities. Numerical simulation efforts have relied on and benefitted from dramatic improvements in high-performance computer architectures. However, to meet these ever-expanding demands, hardware improvements must also be coupled with advances in numerical methods. The left graph in Figure 1 , which is from the final report of the Second DOE Workshop on Multiscale Problems, Broomfield, Colorado, July [20] [21] [22] 2004 , shows that advances in algorithms have dramatically improved solver times for large-scale discretized partial differential equations (PDEs). Moreover, comparison with the right graph in Figure 1 from the same report shows that algorithm improvement has kept pace with hardware advances. A substantial part this increase in enabling methodology is due to developments in the multigrid (MG) field.
Multigrid methods entered the modern era of computation in 1977 with Brandt's seminal paper [3] , which contained many basic processes used in current MG solvers. Because of its potential for providing solvers that scale linearly with the number of degrees of freedom and number of processors, multigrid has since become the subject of increasing interest and research. However, adoption of MG solvers in applications was slowed by its perception as only an elliptic solver whose implementation requires substantial human effort. Several important theoretical and algorithmic advances in multigrid research arose as attempts to address these limitations. As described in the following sections, these developments are beginning to enable the extension of multigrid solvers to a much wider class of applications, many that are far from the elliptic systems on which the original methodology was based. The purpose of this paper is to highlight the advances made by TOPS in extending MG applicability. In addition, we point out new areas of research in the MG field where these promising new developments could have a substantial impact.
The remaining sections are organized as follows. Section 2 contains a brief review of: the basic components of algebraic multigrid (AMG); the element-based (AMGe) and adaptive algebraic multigrid (αAMG) methodologies; and several theoretical results related to such solvers. In Section 3, we present numerical experiments demonstrating that our adaptive smooth aggregation solver is applicable to the linear systems arising in quantum chromodynamics (QCD). Then, in Section 4, we discuss our recent success [15] in applying Multigrid to the systems arising in radiation transport. The success of our approach is due to a robust multi-cell blockJacobi smoother that allows for standard MG coarsening. In Section 5, we briefly introduce several new approaches for designing optimal AMG-based methods for Maxwell's equations, and Section 6 contains concluding remarks.
Background

Basic AMG components
Multigrid methods are called scalable or optimal because of their potential to solve N × N linear systems with only O(N ) work. Scalability makes it possible to solve ever larger problems on proportionally larger parallel machines in constant time. Multigrid methods achieve this optimality by employing two complementary processes: smoothing and coarse-grid correction. In the classical setting of scalar elliptic problems, the smoother (or relaxation method) is a simple iterative method like Gauss-Seidel that is effective at reducing high-frequency error. The remaining low-frequency error is then accurately represented and efficiently eliminated on coarser grids via the coarse-grid correction step. However, applying this simple multigrid idea often involves considerable algorithmic research. One must decide which iterative method to use as a smoother, how to coarsen the problem, and how to transfer information between the grids. What is compelling is that a properly designed multigrid solver can be algorithmically scalable in that it converges uniformly with computational cost that depends only linearly on the problem size.
Multigrid methods must generally exploit the character of the near null space of the operator, that is, vectors, x, that are nearly invisible under the action of the operator A: Ax ≈ 0. For scalar elliptic PDEs, these vectors are geometrically smooth (low-frequency), but, for many problems of interest, the near null space may be huge (dimension O(N )) and may contain geometrically oscillatory vectors, making the task of designing an appropriate multigrid solver considerably more challenging. One family of approaches that are well-suited for addressing these challenges are the class of algebraic multigrid (AMG) solvers.
AMG [4, 34] and its important variant smoothed aggregation (SA; [35] ) are MG methods that assume little or no information about the underlying physical structures and, as such, are ideally suited for solving unstructured grid problems. AMG has come to describe a whole class of algorithms that use algebraic information in the matrix to construct the basic multigrid components. The AMG framework usually assumes use of a simple pointwise relaxation method and attempts to correct the algebraically smooth error that remains after relaxation by suitable choice of coarse grids, intergrid transfer operators, and coarse-grid equations. To do this, AMG must be able to efficiently characterize this algebraically smooth error. The classical AMG method of Brandt, McCormick, and Ruge [7] uses a characterization based on properties of Mmatrices, namely, that the large off-diagonal entries in the system matrix indicate the direction in which smooth error varies slowly. For the details of this method, we refer the reader to [34] . Although the algorithm works remarkably well for a variety of problems, including those that have no M-matrix or elliptic character, the M-matrix assumption nevertheless limits its general applicability.
Element-based AMG methods
The element AMG approach (AMGe [11] ) and its variants element-free AMGe [23] , spectral AMGe [16] , and spectral agglomerate AMGe [17] were developed to improve AMG robustness for finite element problems. AMGe differs from standard AMG by requiring access to individual element stiffness matrices, which are used to construct effective interpolation operators. AMGe uses the multigrid heuristic that interpolation should reproduce an eigenmode with accuracy proportional to the associated eigenvalues: an eigenmode with large eigenvalue need not be interpolated well, while an eigenmode with small eigenvalue must. Though this heuristic gives good guidance for constructing multigrid algorithms, it is impractical because it involves knowledge of the global spectrum of the operator. Instead, AMGe localizes this heuristic to the spectra of small local operators, obtained through summing together the finite element matrices in a small neighborhood. Although AMGe is robust for difficult non-grid-aligned anisotropic diffusion and thin-body elasticity problems, it suffers from generally expensive setup costs because coarse-element matrices are required on all levels. In addition, the coarse problems are generated under the assumption that the error not effectively treated by the smoother varies slowly in algebraic neighborhoods.
Spectral AMGe was developed to handle problems in which this algebraically smooth error is locally oscillatory. This spectral method differs from AMGe in that the degrees of freedom are not a subset of the fine degrees of freedom; rather, they are coefficients in the expansion of algebraically smooth vectors in terms of a coarse smooth basis. The coarse basis is constructed locally in terms of eigenvectors of local (small) matrices, and requires an agglomeration procedure similar to the one mentioned above. Tests indicate that the new method with standard smoothing (like Gauss-Seidel) is very efficient and extremely robust. Particularly promising is the fact that its performance seems insensitive to the way the agglomerates are constructed. The main limitation of this method is its need of the local finite element stiffness matrices to construct coarse problems.
Adaptive AMG
Although these attempts to develop algebraic multigrid methods that apply to more general problems have led to substantial progress in extending applicability of AMG, they are nevertheless restricted by reliance on some assumption about algebraically smooth error and/or the origin of the problem. Eliminating the need for these assumptions and thereby expanding multigrid into more applied areas is the aim of our research in developing adaptive AMG [12, 13, 10] .
Adaptive AMG is a learning approach that iterates on certain artificial problems to uncover the nature of components that must be more effectively resolved in the multigrid coarsening process. The idea is that, to develop an AMG scheme applied to Ax = b for a given matrix A, it is first developed for the homogeneous problem, Ax = 0. At the start, relaxation alone is applied to Ax = 0. If it converges well, then no coarsening is needed and relaxation alone is acceptable for solving Ax = b. Otherwise, the resulting approximation must be algebraically smooth, so it can be used in any of the AMG schemes to define interpolation and restriction operators. To determine if the resulting AMG scheme is effective for the general case, then it too is applied to Ax = 0. If this current solver is still slow, then the resulting approximation must be an algebraically smooth error that is significantly different than what has already been used to construct this solver. This approximation can then be used in the AMG process to enhance coarsening so it captures all errors with similar local character. Coarsening processes based on emerging errors in the solution of the homogeneous problem must be carefully designed, and understanding the basic principles becomes tricky on coarser levels, but our experience shows that this adaptive process can produce very robust solvers for a much wider class of applications (most notably for QCD [8] ).
Another important technique for adaptive multigrid processes is compatible relaxation (CR), recently proposed by Achi Brandt [5] . In its simplest form, CR is just F-relaxation (relaxation at points that do not correspond to coarse-grid points). The idea is that if CR is fast to converge, then the coarse grid is adequate for eliminating the remaining error; but if it is not, then either additional or more aggressive smoothing can be done, or more points can be added to the coarse grid. One crucial difficulty that CR can address is the somewhat large complexity that AMG exhibits in the context of certain applications in three spatial dimensions. For example, AMG can produce denser coarse-level matrices for certain systems of PDEs. One approach to address this issue is aggressive coarsening, that is, choosing a coarse grid with many fewer equations than standard coarsening would allow. CR can be a powerful tool for producing aggressive coarsening that is accurate enough to maintain scalability. We refer the reader to our work in [5, 20, 9] for the details on CR.
AMG theory
It is important to note that many of the algorithmic advances in AMG are in large part the result of a deeper theoretical understanding of these methods. Classic multigrid theories such as that in [2] and a more recent theory [37] for subspace correction methods have proved useful for design and analysis of several emerging AMG methods. Many theoretical tools have also specifically been developed for AMG, mostly related to two-level methods. The underlying theory for AMGe was outlined in [11] and is based on the weak approximation property that, if satisfied by interpolation, implies uniform two-grid convergence. This approximation property relates the accuracy of interpolation to the spectrum of the system matrix: eigenmodes with small associated eigenvalue must be interpolated well. Other methods based on this theory are the so-called energy minimization methods. The problem is that this theory is limited to simple pointwise smoothers and a particular type of coarse grid. We developed a new twolevel theory in [20] , motivating the use of CR and allowing for general smoothing processes and coarse grids (e.g., vertex-based, cell-based, and agglomeration-based), thus encompassing a much broader class of problems and algorithms. The motivation for this work was Maxwell's equations, for which pointwise smoothers are inadequate and non-standard coarse grids are often more appropriate. A more recent development is our new sharp theory [21] that gives necessary and sufficient conditions for two-grid convergence and provides additional insight for the development of AMG methods. While these new theories should enable existing tools to be used to develop more robust AMG methods, the use thereof in designing AMG algorithms is still in very early stages of development.
Quantum chromodynamics
QCD explains how neutrons and protons are bound inside nuclei and also how their constituents, gluons and quarks, interact. Since this quantum field theory describes strongly interacting elementary particles, a perturbation theory analysis of it fails to converge. As a result, the dynamics of these interactions must be studied using lattice gauge theory (LGT). The goal in
LGT is to compute observables of the quantum theory of a field, φ(x), using path integrals:
where the action, S, accounts for the interactions of the theory, and Z is a partition function. The gauge theory of QCD describes interactions between quarks and gluons and its action is typically written in terms of the gauge and fermionic actions: Various discrete models of this operator have been developed, most notably staggered fermions, Wilson fermions, and overlap fermions. For the sake of brevity, we limit our discussion here to Wilson fermions and the resulting Wilson fermion matrix. We mention that the difficulties associated with solving systems involving this operator are representative of those encountered in all discrete QCD models; thus, the promising results obtained by applying adaptive AMG to the Wilson fermion system reported here should carry over to other QCD models. The Wilson fermion matrix defines a nearest neighbor coupling of the fermionic degrees of freedom on a four-dimensional hypercube space-time lattice. The link variables, U μ (x), represent the gluon fields and are defined on the link in the positive μ direction originating from lattice site x. These link variables take on values in the gauge group SU (N c ), with N c = 3 representing the number of colors in the theory. Their distribution across the lattice is random, with the level of randomness prescribed by a temperature parameter β. Typically, for β small (large), the distribution of the gauge field is more (less) random. Given a configuration, U , the Wilson fermion matrix is
where κ is a function of the quark mass, γ μ are the 4 × 4 Dirac matrices, andμ are unit vectors in directions μ = 1, ..., 4. Note that there are a total of 12 unknowns per lattice site.
The three main difficulties encountered when attempting to compute actions of the inverse of the Dirac-Wilson operator are: the condition number of the system matrix grows as the quark mass reaches its physical value, implying a highly accurate AMG interpolation operator must be constructed to ensure that the weak approximation property is satisfied; the near kernel components are geometrically oscillatory; and these oscillations depend on the randomness of the gauge field, which is itself randomly prescribed. As already mentioned, these are precisely the difficulties that the adaptive AMG methodology is intended to address.
Although attempts in the 1990's to introduce multi-scale algorithms to QCD (e.g., [14] ) resulted in substantial theoretical progress, they failed for the most part to produce significant advantages for actual QCD simulations of that day. Our preliminary success in applying adaptive AMG solvers to QCD systems reported in [8] affirms that the circumstances responsible for this failure have dramatically changed. Therein, results of 2D prototype tests are provided, suggesting that adaptive smoothed aggregation αSA [12] may eliminate the so-called "critical slowing down" that remains the main bottleneck in current state-of-the-art QCD simulations. The advantage of αSA is that its coarsening process can automatically identify the near-kernel components resulting from fluctuations of the underlying media (i.e., gauge fields). In Figure  2 , we reproduce results from [8] , illustrating that the recently developed αSA solver enables the quark mass to approach its critical value with very little additional computational penalty. We note that these results can be contrasted with earlier efforts in [14] that failed in this limit applied to exactly the same prototype 2D Wilson fermion system, known also as the Schwinger model in quantum electrodynamics. Reasons for this success are not yet clear, but form a starting point for promising new avenues of research in this area. 
Radiation transport
Radiation transport is a key issue in a variety of DOE applications, ranging from modeling core collapse supernovae to inertial confinement fusion. Particle transport covers a broad range of phenomena, including the transport of photons, neutrons, neutrinos, and charged particles, each with unique characteristics. For exposition, the discussion here focuses on thermal radiative transfer, which embodies many of the difficulties encountered in other such applications. The processes of absorption and reemission of photons as they move through different material alter the temperature, T , of the material and, thus, its physical properties. These processes are modeled using the Boltzmann transport equation for photon intensity, ψ(x, Ω, ν, t), as a function of space, x, direction, Ω, energy, ν, and time, t, together with an energy balance equation for the material:
Here, φ = Ω ψ is the angular integrated radiation intensity, c is the speed of light, σ t (x, ν, T ) is the total macroscopic collision cross-section, σ s (x, ν, T ) is the macroscopic scattering crosssection, σ a (x, ν, T ) is the macroscopic absorption cross-section, C p (T ) is the material heat capacity, and B(ν, T ) is the Planck function. To simplify this discussion, scattering has been modeled as monochromatic and isotropic, although in practical applications it is neither. Linearization about a current T , backward-difference approximation in time, and integration over G discrete energy intervals yields the multi-group transport equation
where
cΔt is the effective cross-section and C g and ξ g are now known quantities. This system of equations typically involves heterogeneous material whose cross-sections can differ by several orders of magnitude. In optically thick material, the solution may be diffusive in nature while, in optically thin material, the solution takes on a hyperbolic character.
If the total absorption rate, f a = G k=1 σ a,k φ k , is known, the above system breaks into separate single-group equations. This motivates the grey transport acceleration scheme (GTA; e.g, [28] ) in which the single-group equations are solved and used to update the value of f a . A grey transport equation involving f a is used to accelerate the iteration. This grey transport equation can be approximated by a drift-diffusion equation, which can be solved more efficiently if multigrid techniques are available. Similarly, if the group angular integrated intensity, φ g , is also known, each single-group equation breaks into separate hyperbolic systems involving the first two terms in (3). This is the motivation for the diffusion synthetic acceleration scheme (DSA; [1] ), in which the hyperbolic system is solved for a discrete set of angles, called discrete ordinates, and used to update the value of φ g . The iteration is accelerated by a diffusion equation involving φ g . Thus, the multi-group transport equation is solved by an inner iteration, DSA, for the single-group equations, and an outer iteration, GTA, for the multi-group equation. This is done at each step of a Newton-like iteration for an implicit time-stepping scheme.
In these solution strategies, multigrid plays its traditional role as an elliptic solver. Both the drift-diffusion of GTA and the diffusion equation in DSA, being elliptic in nature, benefit from multigrid algorithms based on standard multigrid technology. However, research in recent years has focused on designing spatial multigrid methods to directly address the singlegroup equations, which are not strictly elliptic. To apply spatial multigrid to the single-group equations, a smoothing step must be identified that facilitates spatial coarsening. Early work on multigrid algorithms for this equation in slab geometry employed a block Jacobi relaxation, where the blocks correspond to two-cell pairs on the spatial grid [33] . A similar algorithm was implemented in two spatial dimensions using a block Jacobi based on 4-cell blocks [27] . More recent results show that in multiple spatial dimensions, a single block Jacobi step is not sufficient to accomplish spatial smoothing. To overcome this limitation, we developed a multi-pass blockJacobi smoother, where the spatial blocks are shifted after each pass and the number of passes needed is 2 d , with d denoting the number of spatial dimensions. In [15] , a multigrid algorithm employing this shifted block relaxation was tested in two spatial dimensions for the corner balance and discontinuous Galerkin discretizations. The convergence factors of the resulting algorithm are less than 0.1 for a variety of homogeneous and heterogeneous material properties. Naturally, convergence degrades in the case of a vacuum, where the equation is purely hyperbolic. The vacuum case, however, has also been addressed with a multigrid algorithm based on a leastsquares discretization [19] .
Electromagnetics
The scalable solution of large-scale electromagnetics systems is important in a number of DOE applications, including accelerator design and magnetic confinement fusion (magnetohydrodynamics). Three basic systems resulting from electromagnetics applications are: the semi-definite Maxwell's equations or so-called time-domain equations; the in-definite Maxwell's system or so-called frequency domain equations; and the Helmholtz equation. All three lead to ill-conditioned discrete systems having huge near null spaces, thus making the development of effective multigrid methods extremely difficult. Unstructured meshes are often required, further increasing the difficulty of the problem and making AMG a natural approach for developing optimal solvers.
Often, a simplified system, known as the eddy current equations, is used in computational models of the time harmonic Maxwell's equations. This system is obtained by neglecting the displacement current and the high frequency speed-of-light time scale electromagnetic waves in a conducting media and using an implicit discretization in time. This results in the following semi-definite system of PDEs for the components of the electric field E ∈ H(curl ) to be solved on each time step:
where α > 0, β ≥ 0 and f are given functions, and f is divergence free. We note that when nonconducting regions are present, β can be zero and the system becomes singular. One of the important properties of this system is that it has an infinite-dimensional near null space (gradients of H 1 functions). This property clearly limits the set of admissible discretizations that can be used in computing a numerical solution to (4) . In fact, it is well known [24] that a consistent discretization of the higher-order term in this system must satisfy certain compatibility conditions, dictated by the infinite-dimensional kernel of the curl operator. Commonly used discretizations of the eddy current equations, satisfying the appropriate compatibility conditions, are based on the Nédélec edge finite elements. Indeed, these finite element spaces have a proper representation of the null space of the discretized curl operator, namely, the space of gradients of piecewise polynomial functions, and, thus, provide a tool for building numerical models of (4). These consistent numerical models naturally preserve the features of the continuous problem and, therefore, the resulting discretized system is often very ill conditioned (or even singular). In addition, an accurate approximation of the electric field requires a huge number of degrees of freedom for which standard solution approaches simply do not work. Standard multigrid methods using pointwise smoothers cannot eliminate a sufficient number of the near null components, because this requires too large of a coarse grid. To resolve this issue, special smoothers must be used to damp the locally supported (oscillatory) null space components of the fine-grid operator, thus allowing for a standard coarse-gird correction. This need for more powerful smoothers is what motivated the theoretical work found in [20, 21] . These more robust smoothers are, however, only viable on uniformly refined grids.
Recent theoretical work in [25] has led to a new AMG preconditioner for the solution of variational problems in H(curl ) and H(div). The theoretical foundation of this new approach is the auxiliary space preconditioning framework [36] , with an auxiliary space constructed using regular splittings of H(curl ) and H(div). Although this theory is now only developed for definite equations, it should in principle also be applicable to semi-definite and indefinite cases. Using this technique, h-independent preconditioners can be developed by employing any standard preconditioner for scalar elliptic equations, e.g., AMG. For H(curl ) equations, the method uses a standard relaxation scheme and a solver for several (four in case of H(curl ) and seven in case of H(div)) scalar elliptic equations. The rigorous theoretical analysis in [25] and the extensive numerical experiments in [26] indicate that this approach leads to a robust preconditioner for discretized H(curl ) and H(div) systems. We mention that, although this approach relies on geometric information, this is only needed on the finest grid, which is not a serious limitation for most practical applications. Further research must, however, be conducted to alleviate such grid dependence, as well as to extend this method to the semi-definite and indefinite cases.
Recent work [30, 18] demonstrated that by making direct use of the divergence-free constraint, div(σE) = 0, not explicitly accounted for in (4) , and then casting the problem as a first-order system, leads to a continuous operator that does not have an infinite-dimensional near null space and, so, standard multigrid methods can be very effective as solvers for this formulation. However, in this setting, care must then be taken in the presence of singularities in the solution of the continuous problem. We developed a FOSLL* formulation [30] to address these issues.
The Helmholtz equation, −∇ 2 E − k 2 E = f, also appears in many electromagnetics calculations. This equation models the scattering of waves due to an obstacle. The main difficulty in solving the discrete systems resulting from this equation is the near null space comprised of plane waves that are geometrically smooth in some direction and oscillatory in the perpendicular direction. The varying nature of these directions means that, typically, these error components cannot be accurately represented using standard coarse grids. There are two multigrid algorithms for solving the Helmholtz equation that have demonstrated convergence independent of mesh size h and wavenumber k: the wave-ray algorithm of Brandt and Livshits [6, 32] and our first-order system least squares (FOSLS) approach [29] . Both use the computationally expensive approach of computing multiple coarse spaces to accurately approximate the plane waves in the near null space. Nonetheless, these results demonstrate the existence of a multigrid solver for such systems. Developing more efficient approaches for such systems provides for another interesting area of future research in the development of multigrid methods.
Concluding remarks
Recent theoretical and algorithmic advances made by the TOPS multigrid partners and their collaborators have led to the design of significantly more robust AMG algorithms. The extended applicability of MG methods due to these advances in turn have the potential to allow for more complex and higher fidelity physics for several important SciDAC applications, for example, lattice QCD, radiation transport, and electromagnetism. Indeed, our promising preliminary results obtained by applying adaptive smooth aggregation to the discrete problems arising in lattice QCD [8] suggest that adaptive AMG may provide for an optimal solver for these linear systems. Our successful application of spatial multigrid to the systems in radiation transport [15] provide for yet another promising area of future research in developing MG methods. The recent advances made in developing AMG-based solvers for discretized Maxwell's equations [25, 30] should provide for an optimal solver for this long outstanding open problem. Further development of these algorithms and scalable parallel implementations thereof are examples of the many exciting new areas of research emerging in the MG field.
